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Clustering

I So far we have talked about numerical prediction/ classification and
some methods to help you arrive at robust models. The focus was
on understanding Y |X

I The last section of the course talks about dimensionality reduction
in the broadest sense.

I Dimensionality reduction can be thought of as reducing patterns in
X and mapping them to a lower dimensonality subspace; such
patterns could be group membership.

I Clustering is a form of dimensionality reduction: we want to group
data together that is “similar” by some metric.

I Last week, we discussed some hard clustering approaches, whereby
a document can only be member of a single class.

I This week, we talk about soft clustering approach which allows for
documents to be members of multiple topic clusters.



Topic Modelling

I Topic models are based upon the idea that documents are mixtures
of topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over words.

I A topic model is a generative model for documents: it specifies a
simple probabilistic procedure by which documents can be
generated.

I How to generate a new document?
I To make a new document, one chooses a distribution over topics.
I Then, for each word in the document that you want to generate, one

chooses a topic at random according to this distribution, and draws
a word from that topic.

⇒ topic modelling, inverts this process, inferring the set of topics that
were responsible for generating a collection of documents.



An Example from Research: FOMC communications
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A Generative Model

I Generative models for documents are based on simple probabilistic
sampling rules that describe how words in documents might be
generated on the basis of latent unobservable (random) variables

I When fitting a generative model, the goal is to find the best set of
latent variables that can explain the observed data (i.e., observed
words in documents), assuming that the model actually generated
the data



A Generative Model

Documents 1 and 3 were generated by sampling only from topic 1 and 2
respectively while document 2 was generated by an equal mixture of the
two topics.



Statistical Inference about a Generative Model

Given the observed words in a set of documents, we would like to know
what topic model is most likely to have generated the data. This
involves inferring the probability distribution over words associated with
each topic, the distribution over topics for each document, and, often,
the topic responsible for generating each word.



Key Assumptions of LDA Topic Model

I Elements of LDA generative process: documents D, corpus C ,
words w and topics Z .

I Documents exhibit multiple topics (but typically not many)

I We assume that documents are constructed out of some finite set
of available topics Z .

I LDA is a probabilistic model with a corresponding generative
process

⇒ each document is assumed to be generated by this process

I A topic is a distribution over a fixed vocabulary

these topics are assumed to be generated first, before the
documents

I Only the number of topics is specified in advance



Generative model

I Each topic is a distribution over words

I Each document is a mixture of corpus-wide topics

I Each word is drawn from one of those topics specific word
distributions.



Generative model: Unobservable parameters

I We dont observe the parameters of the model: we only observe
documents and associated word count vectors, the remaining
structure are hidden variables

I Conditional on the observed documents/ word counts, we want to
infer the parameters of the multinomials

I e.g. the multinomial parameter vector of p’s that give us the
probability of observing a word conditional on a topic k or the
parameter vector that gives us the distribution of topics in
documents.



How do we model the text generation process?

We want to generate a document d .

1. Randomly choose a distribution over topics

2. For each word in the document

2.1 randomly choose a topic from the distribution over topics
2.2 randomly choose a word from the corresponding topic specific word

distribution

3. So we need a distribution over a distribution (for step 1)

4. Note that words are generated independently of other words
(unigram bag-of-words model)



Plate Notation

I Nodes are random variables

I Edges denote possible dependency

I Observed variables are shaded, so here Y is unobserved.

I Plates denote replicated structure

I So here there are N observed Xn’s, that are possibly all dependent
on Y (but not on each other)



Plate Notation (2)

I Structure of graph gives pattern of conditional dependence

I This figure would represent

p(x1, ..., xn, y) = p(y)
N∏

n=1

p(xn|y)

I The Xi are conditionally independent from one another.



A generative model

I Each βk is a distribution over our vocabulary, there are K of them.

I There is one K dimensional θd for every of D documents.

I For each word in Nd plate, we have a variable Zd ,n which gives the
topic assignment for the n-th word drawn from θd distribution.



A generative model - joint distribution

Joint distribution of observed and hidden random variables:

p(β1:K , θ1:D , z1:D ,w1:D |α, η) =
∏K

k=1 p(βk |η)
∏D

d=1 p(θd |α)∏N
n=1 p(zd ,n|θd)p(wd ,n|β1:K , zd ,n)



Lookup tables

What are p(wd ,n|zd ,n, β1:K ) and p(zd ,n|θd)?

K
β1 β2 β3 . βK

w1 β11 . . . β1K
w2 β21 . . . .

V . . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
wV . . . . βVK

We can think of these being defined in some lookup tables (matrices).

P(wd ,n|zd ,n, β1:K ) = βzd,n,wd,n

- look up probability of the word conditional on assigned topic Zd ,n in
respective correct β vector (i.e. there is V x K ) matrix.

Similarly, p(zd ,n|θd) = θd ,zd,n looks up zd ,n-th entry in θd vector, i.e.
there is a D x K matrix.



LDA in plate notation

This joint defines a posterior distribution of the parameter space. From
a collection of documents, we then infer

I Per-word topic assignment zd ,n
I Per-document topic proportions θd
I Per-corpus topic distributions βk

We can use these posteriors to assign new virgin data to topics.



Revisiting the multinomial distribution

We introduced the multinoial distribution to represent a document x as
bag of words counts:

p(x ; p1, ..., pk) =
n!

x1! · · · xk !
px11 · · · p

xk
k

Each time word j appears in the document it contributes an amount pj
to the total probability, hence the term p

xj
j .

The components of p are non-negative and have unit sum:
∑

j pj = 1.
Each vector x of word counts can be generated by a whole range of
different sequences of words: the number of possible combinations to
produce a given vector of word counts is the first factor - called the
multinomial coefficient.
The second factor is the probability of any individual sequence that
yields identical word count vector x .



Dirichlet Distribution

The Dirichlet distribution is an exponential family distribution over the
simplex of positive numbers that sum to one.

What does that mean? A Dirichlet distribution is a probability density

function over the set of all multinomial parameter vectors.
⇒ a Dirichlet distribution is a distribution over distributions.

p(p|α) =
Γ(
∑k

i=1 αi )∏k
i=1 Γ(αi )

k∏
i=1

pαi−1
i

where
∑

pi = 1 and pi ≥ 0.



The case of k = 3



An example dirichlet distribution with k = 3 and αj = 1

require(MCMCpack)

alpha <- 1

draws <- 1000

dimen <- 3

x <- rdirichlet(draws, rep(alpha, dimen))

x<-data.table(x)

head(x)

## V1 V2 V3

## 1: 0.1731 0.4750 0.3519

## 2: 0.7031 0.0297 0.2672

## 3: 0.4065 0.5079 0.0856

## 4: 0.2288 0.4754 0.2958

## 5: 0.0893 0.7877 0.1230

## 6: 0.1257 0.6709 0.2034



An example dirichlet distribution with k = 3 and αj = 1
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An example dirichlet distribution with k = 3 and αj = 10
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An example of a sparse dirichlet distribution with k = 3
and αj = 0.25
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An example of a sparse dirichlet distribution with k = 3
and αj = 0.05
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15 dirichlet with α = 1, k = 10



15 dirichlet with α = 100, k = 10



15 dirichlet with α = 0.01, k = 10



An alternative parameterization



Why the shape? αm = (1, 1, 1)

With α = (1, 1, 1)...note Γ(k) = (k − 1)! for integer k .

p(p|α) =
Γ(3)

1

k∏
i=1

= constant

This is the PDF of a uniform distribution.



Dirichlet distribution has some nice properties

I as scaling parameter gets smaller and smaller, the distributions get
more sparse.

I sparsity is a feature of text data

I as α gets larger, the mass concentrates.

I If θ ∼ Dir(α) and Zn ∼ Mult(θ), the p(θ|Z1:N) ∼ Dir(α + n(Z1:N))
- this is known as conjugacy.

I the more data we see, the peakier our dirichlet.



LDA in plate notation

It is impossible to ”fill” the missing values (i.e. the latent variables), but
it is possible to use the information contained in the word counts and
the structure of our model to perform posterior inference to approximate
the posterior distribution.



Gibbs Sampling Intuition

Initialize: Go through each document, and randomly assign each word
in the document to one of the K topics. This assignment already gives
you both topic representations of all the documents – that is
p(topic t|document d) – and word distributions across all topics
p(word w |topic t).

1. For each document d

2. For each word w in d

3. For each topic t, compute

3.1 p(topic t|document d) = the proportion of words in document d
that are currently assigned to topic t,

3.2 p(word w |topic t) = the proportion of words w among all words
that are currently assigned to topic t.

3.3 Reassign w to a different topic. We choose topic t with probability
p(topic t|document d) ∗ p(word w |topic t) - this is the probability
that topic t generated word w , i.e p(topict|wordw) = p(topict,w



Gibbs Sampling Intuition

I In other words, in the resampling step, were assuming that all word
to topic assignments except for the current word w are correct. We
update the assignment of the word w using our model of how
documents are generated.

I Repeat these steps a large number of times, the process will
eventually converge to a local optimum where topic assignments
dont change anymore.

⇒ Use these assignments to estimate the topic mixtures of each
document (by counting the proportion of words assigned to each
topic within that document) and the words associated to each topic
(by counting the proportion of words assigned to each topic overall).



Why does LDA work?

LDA trades off two goals.

1. For each document, allocate its words to as few topics as possible.

2. For each topic, assign high probability to as few terms as possible.

These goals are at odds with each other

I Putting a document in a single topic makes (2) hard:

All of its words must have probability under that topic.

I Putting very few words in each topic makes (1) hard:

To cover a documents words, it must assign many topics to it.

⇒ Trading off these goals finds groups of tightly co-occurring
words.



Topic model implementation in R

library(topicmodels)

data("AssociatedPress")

ap_lda <- LDA(AssociatedPress, k = 3, control = list(seed = 24022017))

class(ap_lda)

## [1] "LDA_VEM"

## attr(,"package")

## [1] "topicmodels"

slotNames(ap_lda)

## [1] "alpha" "call" "Dim" "control"

## [5] "k" "terms" "documents" "beta"

## [9] "gamma" "wordassignments" "loglikelihood" "iter"

## [13] "logLiks" "n"



Easily extracting the vector β

library(tidytext)

ap_lda_td <- data.table(tidy(ap_lda))

nrow(ap_lda_td[topic==1])

## [1] 10473

ap_lda_td[topic==1][order(beta, decreasing=TRUE)][1:20]

## topic term beta

## 1: 1 percent 0.01563

## 2: 1 million 0.01052

## 3: 1 year 0.00851

## 4: 1 new 0.00787

## 5: 1 billion 0.00735

## 6: 1 market 0.00544

## 7: 1 company 0.00498

## 8: 1 last 0.00476

## 9: 1 prices 0.00429

## 10: 1 stock 0.00409

## 11: 1 federal 0.00386

## 12: 1 york 0.00320

## 13: 1 business 0.00303

## 14: 1 first 0.00301

## 15: 1 oil 0.00300

## 16: 1 sales 0.00299

## 17: 1 dollar 0.00286

## 18: 1 report 0.00280

## 19: 1 rose 0.00280

## 20: 1 higher 0.00276



Easily extracting the vector β

ap_lda_td[topic==2][order(beta, decreasing=TRUE)][1:20]

## topic term beta

## 1: 2 i 0.00648

## 2: 2 police 0.00599

## 3: 2 people 0.00580

## 4: 2 two 0.00521

## 5: 2 years 0.00381

## 6: 2 court 0.00318

## 7: 2 officials 0.00304

## 8: 2 state 0.00303

## 9: 2 city 0.00297

## 10: 2 new 0.00296

## 11: 2 three 0.00276

## 12: 2 last 0.00258

## 13: 2 time 0.00237

## 14: 2 day 0.00221

## 15: 2 killed 0.00208

## 16: 2 found 0.00206

## 17: 2 case 0.00204

## 18: 2 first 0.00197

## 19: 2 miles 0.00195

## 20: 2 home 0.00194



Easily extracting the vector β

ap_lda_td[topic==3][order(beta, decreasing=TRUE)][1:20]

## topic term beta

## 1: 3 president 0.00747

## 2: 3 government 0.00644

## 3: 3 soviet 0.00639

## 4: 3 bush 0.00617

## 5: 3 i 0.00583

## 6: 3 united 0.00466

## 7: 3 states 0.00463

## 8: 3 new 0.00416

## 9: 3 party 0.00389

## 10: 3 people 0.00367

## 11: 3 political 0.00350

## 12: 3 house 0.00327

## 13: 3 state 0.00309

## 14: 3 two 0.00308

## 15: 3 military 0.00306

## 16: 3 last 0.00301

## 17: 3 dukakis 0.00296

## 18: 3 told 0.00286

## 19: 3 campaign 0.00284

## 20: 3 first 0.00275



Plotting out topic terms βk
library(ggplot2)

library(dplyr)

ap_top_terms <- ap_lda_td %>%

group_by(topic) %>%

top_n(10, beta) %>%

ungroup() %>%

arrange(topic, -beta)

ap_top_terms %>%

mutate(term = reorder(term, beta)) %>%

ggplot(aes(term, beta, fill = factor(topic))) +

geom_bar(stat = "identity", show.legend = FALSE) +

facet_wrap(~ topic, scales = "free") +

coord_flip()



Plotting out topic terms βk
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Alternative: Use word clouds to plot out βk
library(wordcloud)

ap_top_terms<-data.table(ap_top_terms)

wordcloud(ap_top_terms[topic==1]$term, ap_top_terms[topic==1]$beta)

wordcloud(ap_top_terms[topic==2]$term, ap_top_terms[topic==2]$beta)

wordcloud(ap_top_terms[topic==3]$term, ap_top_terms[topic==3]$beta)



Word clouds for βk
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Word clouds for βk
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Word clouds for βk
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Plotting out document topic associations (i.e. our θd ’s)

ap_gamma <- data.table(tidy(ap_lda, matrix = "gamma"))

ap_gamma[document==1]

## document topic gamma

## 1: 1 1 0.000462

## 2: 1 2 0.999076

## 3: 1 3 0.000462



Asset Declarations of Brasilian Politicians

Asset delarations available from TSE
http://divulgacandcontas.tse.jus.br.
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Asset declarations without assuming sparsity

library(quanteda)

load("R/BEM.rdata")

BEM[, `:=`(rowid, 1:nrow(BEM))]

BEM.corpus <- corpus(BEM[1000:nrow(BEM)]$BEMDETAIL)

docnames(BEM.corpus) <- BEM[1000:nrow(BEM)]$rowid

BEM.dfm <- dfm(BEM.corpus, ngrams = 1, stem = TRUE)

BEM.dfm <- dfm_trim(BEM.dfm, min_count = 5, min_docfreq = 5)

BEM.dfm <- dfm_weight(BEM.dfm, type = "tfidf")

BEM.lda <- LDA(convert(BEM.dfm, to = "topicmodels"), k = 5, control = list(alpha = 100, seed = 20022017))

get_terms(BEM.lda, 8, threshold = 0.005)

## Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

## [1,] "cabea" "caixa" "mg" "de" "caixa"

## [2,] "caixa" "juro" "camionet" "juro" "juro"

## [3,] "juro" "mg" "ano" "casa" "mg"

## [4,] "camionet" "camionet" "casa" "sp" "sp"

## [5,] "ano" "ano" "na" "aco" "aco"

## [6,] "rua" "na" "rua" "ba" "banco"

## [7,] "aco" "banco" "sp" "romo" "romo"

## [8,] "do" "sitio" "residenci" "praia" "no"



Asset declarations without assuming sparsity

We see the vocabulary is very similar, this is because we forced the
hyperparameter α for topic proportions assignment to be large, resulting
in peaked central distribution.

ASSIGNMENTS <- data.table(rowid = names(get_topics(BEM.lda)), topic = as.character(get_topics(BEM.lda)))

BEM <- join(BEM, ASSIGNMENTS)

BEM[topic == 1][1:10]$BEMDETAIL

## [1] "apartamento em porto alegre"

## [2] "carro modelo gol placa jtw financiado"

## [3] "casa de alvenaria"

## [4] "terremos situados na avenida engenheiro manoel batista n lotes"

## [5] "jeep"

## [6] "apartamento bloco quadra m setor hoteleiro norte sh norte brasilia df"

## [7] "veculo kombi ano"

## [8] "conta poupanca vinculada conta corrente"

## [9] "quota de capital firma individual"

## [10] "pontos comercial mais dois barraces"

This is not great...



Asset declarations without assuming sparsity

posterior(BEM.lda)$topics[1:10, ]

## 1 2 3 4 5

## 1000 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200

## 1001 0.200 0.199 0.200 0.201 0.199

## 1002 0.197 0.199 0.201 0.201 0.201

## 1003 0.201 0.199 0.200 0.200 0.200

## 1004 0.199 0.199 0.201 0.200 0.201

## 1005 0.200 0.199 0.201 0.200 0.201

## 1006 0.200 0.201 0.198 0.200 0.201

## 1007 0.200 0.200 0.201 0.200 0.200

## 1008 0.201 0.199 0.199 0.200 0.200

## 1009 0.198 0.200 0.201 0.200 0.201

These are all super close to 20%, due to our choice of high α, the prior
distribution is very peaked at the centroid of that simplex and the
evidence we observe has a hard time moving us away from these priors.



Asset declarations with sparsity

library(quanteda)

load("R/BEM.rdata")

BEM[, `:=`(rowid, 1:nrow(BEM))]

BEM.corpus <- corpus(BEM[1000:nrow(BEM)]$BEMDETAIL)

docnames(BEM.corpus) <- BEM[1000:nrow(BEM)]$rowid

BEM.dfm <- dfm(BEM.corpus, ngrams = 1, stem = TRUE)

BEM.dfm <- dfm_trim(BEM.dfm, min_count = 5, min_docfreq = 5)

BEM.dfm <- dfm_weight(BEM.dfm, type = "tfidf")

BEM.lda <- LDA(convert(BEM.dfm, to = "topicmodels"), k = 5, control = list(alpha = 0.005, seed = 20022017))

get_terms(BEM.lda, 8, threshold = 0.005)

## Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

## [1,] "ano" "cabea" "de" "juro" "caixa"

## [2,] "veiculo" "caixa" "casa" "aco" "sp"

## [3,] "placa" "mg" "na" "imvel" "banco"

## [4,] "moto" "camionet" "rua" "unidad" "tipo"

## [5,] "aracaju" "banco" "residenci" "hold" "ventura"

## [6,] "uno" "sitio" "com" "social" "corrent"

## [7,] "vw" "ba" "terreno" "creditado" "fort"

## [8,] "motocicleta" "romo" "da" "stio" "ceramica"



Asset declarations with sparsity

ASSIGNMENTS <- data.table(rowid = names(get_topics(BEM.lda)), topic = as.character(get_topics(BEM.lda)))

BEM <- join(BEM, ASSIGNMENTS)

BEM[topic == 1][1:10]$BEMDETAIL

## [1] "veculo kombi ano" "camionete"

## [3] "pontos comercial mais dois barraces" "um veiculo honda civic ano"

## [5] "moto honda cg" "ford ka"

## [7] "trator" "vw saveiro"

## [9] "moto twister ano" "kombi ano"



Comparing with labelled data

table(BEM[DS_TIPO_BEM_CANDIDATO == "veculo automotor terrestre caminho automvel moto etc"]$DS_TIPO_BEM_CANDIDATO,

BEM[DS_TIPO_BEM_CANDIDATO == "veculo automotor terrestre caminho automvel moto etc"]$topic)

##

## 1 2 3 4 5

## veculo automotor terrestre caminho automvel moto etc 1641 130 85 1144 83

Compare with

get_terms(BEM.lda, 8, threshold = 0.005)

## Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

## [1,] "ano" "cabea" "de" "juro" "caixa"

## [2,] "veiculo" "caixa" "casa" "aco" "sp"

## [3,] "placa" "mg" "na" "imvel" "banco"

## [4,] "moto" "camionet" "rua" "unidad" "tipo"

## [5,] "aracaju" "banco" "residenci" "hold" "ventura"

## [6,] "uno" "sitio" "com" "social" "corrent"

## [7,] "vw" "ba" "terreno" "creditado" "fort"

## [8,] "motocicleta" "romo" "da" "stio" "ceramica"



Scoring virgin data

BEM[1]$DETALHE_BEM

## [1] "UMA CASA RESIDENCIAL RUA MARIA LINA 823"

# coding virgin documents - ignores non overlapping vocabulary

posterior(BEM.lda, convert(dfm(BEM[1]$DETALHE_BEM), to = "topicmodels"))$topics

## 1 2 3 4 5

## text1 0.0106 0.0106 0.957 0.0106 0.0106

BEM[topic == 3][1:10]$BEMDETAIL

## [1] "residencial na rua joaquina alencar de souza"

## [2] "terreno rua dr portela cairu com m"

## [3] "scania ano placa joa"

## [4] "uma casa situada na rua jos bueno oliviera em par de minas mg"

## [5] "ford ecosport"

## [6] "um terreno situado no pov ramal do abude bacabeira ma"

## [7] "empresa global semem"

## [8] "automvel ford ecosport"

## [9] "terreno em borebi"

## [10] "carreta agraria baldan x"



Another Example - Asset declarations again

load(file = "../../Data/trumpstweets.rdata")

# remove retweet entities

tw.user.df$text <- gsub("(RT|via)((?:\\b\\W*@\\w+)+)", "", tw.user.df$text)

# remove at people

tw.user.df$text <- gsub("@\\w+", "", tw.user.df$text)

# remove punctuation

tw.user.df$text <- gsub("[[:punct:]]", "", tw.user.df$text)

# remove numbers

tw.user.df$text <- gsub("[[:digit:]]", "", tw.user.df$text)

# remove html links

tw.user.df$text <- gsub("http\\w+", "", tw.user.df$text)

# remove unnecessary spaces

tw.user.df$text <- gsub("[ \t]{2,}", "", tw.user.df$text)

tw.user.df$text <- gsub("^\\s+|\\s+$", "", tw.user.df$text)

tw.user.df <- tw.user.df[text != ""]



Topic model over Trump Tweets
## create DTM

set.seed(24022017)

library(quanteda)

## builds a corpus object using the field named text as containing the document

tw.user.df[, `:=`(docid, 1:nrow(tw.user.df))]

trump.corpus <- corpus(tw.user.df)

docnames(trump.corpus) <- tw.user.df$docid

trump.dfm <- dfm(trump.corpus, remove = c(stopwords("english"), "can", "say", "one", "way",

"use", "also", "howev", "tell", "will", "much", "need", "take", "tend", "even", "like",

"particular", "rather", "said", "get", "well", "make", "ask", "come", "end", "first", "two",

"help", "often", "may", "might", "see", "someth", "thing", "point", "post", "look", "right",

"now", "think", "ve ", "re ", "anoth", "put", "set", "new", "good", "want", "sure",

"kind", "larg", "yes,", "day", "etc", "quit", "sinc", "attempt", "lack", "seen", "awar",

"littl", "ever", "moreov", "though", "found", "abl", "enough", "far", "earli", "away",

"achiev", "draw", "last", "never", "brief", "bit", "entir", "brief", "great", "lot"), ngrams = 1,

stem = TRUE)

trump.dfm <- dfm_trim(trump.dfm, min_count = 5, min_docfreq = 2)

trump.dfm <- dfm_weight(trump.dfm, type = "tfidf")

trump.lda <- LDA(convert(trump.dfm, to = "topicmodels"), k = 5, control = list(alpha = 0.01,

seed = 20022017))

get_terms(trump.lda, 5)

## Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

## [1,] "join" "just" "amp" "" "makeamericagreatagain"

## [2,] "pm" "rate" "job" "crook" "america"

## [3,] "colorado" "immigr" "peopl" "clinton" "interview"

## [4,] "tomorrow" "goofi" "vote" "bad" "support"

## [5,] "crookedhillari" "peopl" "bring" "berni" "enjoy"

assignment <- data.frame(docid = names(topics(trump.lda)), topic = topics(trump.lda))

tw.user.df <- join(tw.user.df, assignment)[!is.na(topic)]



Predicting Conflict using NYTimes corpus and topic
modelling

I Construct NY Times corpus for the past 50 years, digital versions.

I Estimate a topic model and identify the topics that are associated
with conflict content (essentially browsing through the word clouds)

I Use topic shares to predict political instability/conflict using within
country variation.

I Benchmark model is one with country and year fixed effects.

“Reading between the Lines: Prediction of Political Violence”, Hannes
Mueller and Christopher Rauh, 2017.
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Correlated Topic models

I Dirichlet distribution over simplex only allows for distributions that
are basically independent of one another.

I Alternative distributions over simplex allow for correlations.
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Dynamic Topic models

I Basic topic model ignores the order of documents.

I Dynamic topic models lets topics drift over time.
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